Materials List Châtelaine - SD 043
“A Halloween-y Pumpkin Mandala ”
Disclaimer : Please regard that I make my conversions from the originally used and chosen materials with help of original brand thread cards + full skeins of
variegated threads - but following my own taste of color and the feeling of what will go with that particular design rather then using so-called “official”
conversion charts. The piece is designed for the use of the “original” materials (variegated silks etc) and the effect and overall look can be quite different if
you use other materials. I do not endorse –any- of the nowadays offered “conversion packs” by some thread manufacturers as they rarely are made by
comparison to the original materials I chose and which I have on my desk here “in person”. Nor do I support ANY other “comparable” threads which are
dyed following my choice of materials + then offered in forums etc. as conversion for a particular Châtelaine design !
If you wish to use different materials feel free to do so, but please follow your own feelings, eyes and taste of color rather then buying “bulk” conversions !!
I am not responsible if you do not like the look of the conversion materials. If you want the piece to look the same, use the same :)
Thread approximations regarding used amounts are made with a software and may vary depending of the personal stitching habits. They are an
approximation only !
Conversion numbers for DMC threads are behind the slash. “na” means: Not available. “—“ means: NO decent substitute available.

Thread Brand

Thread color name and number – approx. usage

DMC

Black
310
Orange vy dk 606
Tangerine dk 740
Saffron orange900
Fire orange 946

Caron Waterlilies
Silk

Antique Brass WL 085na/3052
Kelp
WL 139/na--

Caron Wildflowers

Bark

WF 016/na

13 in0.06 6yd Skeinof 12 strands
44 in0.20 6yd Skeinof 12 strands
557 in0.43 36yd Skeinof 1 strands

Dinky Dyes Silk

Christmas Pines
Lemon Grass

DD 96/na501
DD 197/na

Rainbow Gallery
Petite Treasure
Braid
Delica Seed Beads
#11

Black
Bronze

PB 05
283 in0.89 Skein 8mof 1 strands
PB 14 233 in0.73 Skein 8mof 1 strands

Swarovski Crystals
5301 - 4mm Bicones

SwBic Fireopal AB
SwBic Sun
SwBic darkmossgreenAB

Delica Tila Beads
5mm

Tila 146FR
Tila 2315

Zweigart 3281
Cashel 14/28 count
or Belfast 3609
16/32, white, black,
green or a light blue

Del 175
Del 501
Del 1333

skeins

59 in0.19 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
34 in0.11 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
18 in0.06 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
19 in0.06 8m Skeinsof 6 strands
50 in0.16 8m Skeinsof 6 strands

Del 175
Del 501
Del 1333

59 in0.19 Skein 8mof 6 strands
53 in0.17 Skein 8mof 6 strands

144 beads
32 beads
88 beads
SwBic Fireopal AB
SwBic Sun
SwBic darkmossgreenAB

12 beads
8 beads
4 beads

Tila 146FR 17 beads
Tila 2315 8 beads

The mere design size is 85 x 85 stitches – add enough free fabric for holding and framing !
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